
 

 

Dear Metaphorum Colleagues.                                                      29/09/2019 

Here is an update on the November 4 Bonus offered by Joe/Chris and I. 

 Joe will pilot our journey through emerging 21st century laws of 3rd order 
science,  diving into physics,mathematics,  biology, neuro-science and beyond.  
He will show  how the structures we build in the workshop illuminate the 
dynamics of the Universe of which we all are System 1 explorers 

This workshop  began  in 1990 with Stafford’s recall of Bucky Fuller’s maxim  
that “all systems are polyhedra “ . This pointed him toward the icosahedron as 
the requisite design framework for Team Syntegrity.  He and Joe worked 
intensely with the implications of the polyhedral mindsets for Recursive Form 
integration and synergy. 
Joe is 30 years further down this road, with the last 10-15 focussing on mapping  
forms and processes that bring order and change in to the smallest and 
greatest thought zones.   
These structures offer us  a Requisite Universal Form  language . 
 Seeing, building, standing in these shapes upgrades our brain’s capacity to 
organize and store information.  
 The capacity-building offer in the day is tuning up your spatial intelligence and 
mental imagery. 
 
Sign in. We desire 4 more for our budget   : )  

‘humbly’ 
David Beatty, 

Embodying the Cosmic Code. 

A Play in 4 acts 

A participative performance in  Spatial Intelligence & Mental Imaging  

 
November . 4.    10:00 -18:00  
ANNA, Seats2Meet,  Utrecht Centraal.  Veemarktplein 41  
(1/2 hour train-ride from Metaphorum location; ½ back to Schiphol. ) 

The presenters are Joe Truss and Chris Cullen of Team Syntegrity Int’l 
AG / Malik IP and David Beatty.  



 

 

Joe was a co-founder of the company Team Syntegrity Inc. with 
Stafford Beer the inventor of Syntegration. He contributed to Stafford's 
book "Beyond Dispute - the Invention of Team Syntegrity" and 
developed the other Syntegration forms which allowed for protocols for 
smaller numbers of people. As President and Board Director from the 
formation of the company in 1991, he took over the Chairmanship from 
Stafford in 1996. He continues in the role originally held by Stafford of 
Chair of the Development Directorate under Fredmund Malik’s 
Chairmanship. 
 
Christine Truss (formerly Cullen) was involved with Joe and Stafford 
from the early1990s until Stafford’s death in 2002 and since then with 
Malik Management (MZSG). Chris was key to developing the logistics 
systems in the early days of Syntegration events. She helped to develop 
the roles of organizer, facilitator and logistician. Chris serves as Director 
for Team Syntegrity Int’l/ AG. 
 
Joe Truss & Chris Cullen will present & facilitate the Cosmic Code Model 
Building.David will lead exploration & uses  of the Vector Equilibrium.  

“The V.E. is the zero-starting point for happenings or non-happenings; it 
is the empty theatre and empty circus and empty Universe, ready to 
accommodate any act and any audience. “   Buckminster Fuller. 
I was introduced to the Genesa Crystal (a VE) in 1999 by Tina 
Langahm.. When I attended Joe/Cris’ workshop in Haliburton, I saw how 
the VE is integrated  in these amazing structures. 



 

 

Here is an example of one we will be building together.  
There are room for 15 participants. Some are joining from 
Metaphorum 2019, held in Huizen. http://metaphorum.org/metaphorum-2019 
The spaces are filling up. 
Costs: approximately 1000 euros, divided by number of 
participants.  Estimate: 70 euros each (lunch & dinner not 
included.) 
Please register via djfbeatty@icloud.com or a ‘heads-up’ to Joe 
at phijoetruss@yahoo.ca Sooner is better than later, s.v.p.   
Thanks .  
Looking forward to re-connecting with the ‘later in-the Beer’ 
tribe, and meeting the 21st century incoming crew. 
djfbeatty@icloud.com 
31 (6- 214 48992  

 
 
 
 


